
THE RAIN TREES 
KINDERGARTEN 

DIFFERENCE
Caring | Exploring | Fun

• Rain Trees Kindergarten provides a caring, fun 

and friendly home-from-home environment 

for children between 18 months and 6 years 

to learn through play. 

• Our Kindergarten is based on UK national 

curriculum and taught by qualified 

international teachers with extensive 

experience of providing education to 

expatriate communities since 1999.

• Rain Trees Kindergarten is conveniently 

located in in a spacious detached property on 

Holland Road. 

• We are lucky to have a large and safe garden 

area. The school retains a small and friendly 

feel and has a maximum capacity for 80 

children.

RAIN TREES KINDERGARTEN

255 Holland Road, Singapore, 278604

+65 64746181 | admin@raintreeskindergarten.com

www.raintreeskindergarten.com

Join us for a tour of the school and meet 
our highly qualified international 
teachers.
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WHY WE LOVE RAIN TREES

OUR STAFF
Our parents/guardians agree that the most impressive thing about Rain Trees Kindergarten is the skills, attitude and 
dedication of the staff. Nearly 100% of parents/guardians believe the teachers have fantastic capabilities and we live 
up to our ethos of caring, exploring & fun. We are proud to have such highly trained international teachers on our 
staff.

THE CHILDREN ARE HAPPY!
The happy and caring environment, community feel and parental involvement in the school foster a happy and 
nurturing atmosphere. We believe we have created a warm, inviting and well-equipped environment where your 
child can play happily and learn at his or her own pace. This happy environment is a leading reason why our 
parents/guardians are so impressed with Rain Trees.

Communication with our parents is vital. We listen to what they say
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2021 TESTIMONIALS

“Rain Trees has instilled an incredible love for learning in our son Frederik. He loves going to school every day 
on the school bus, and he feels very safe and secure at the school. Rain Trees offers the perfect environment 
for young children, and we cannot recommend this preschool enough! A warm, caring, yet academically top 
of class pre-school.... we absolutely love Rain Trees and so does our son, the best testament you can get.

Christina and Bjarke, Parents of Frederik (Danish)

“Rain Trees has given our son exactly the kind of "first 
time school" experience we hoped he would have: 
welcoming, comforting and fun. We feel that all the 
teachers and support staff put great effort into making 
kindergarten a positive and loving experience, which we 
think sets the children on a good path for their future 
school journey.” 

Natasha and Andrew, Parents of Christian (Singaporean)

“We chanced upon Rain Trees while searching for a kindergarten 
for our daughter that would educate while allowing her to enjoy 
her childhood and develop her social skills. We visited several 
kindergartens in our search but when we found Rain Trees, the 
decision was immediate. We were delighted with what we saw 
and heard during our visit, but more importantly, our daughter 
was instantly happy with the environment and the team. We 
now have 2 children at Rain Trees, both are excited to go every 
day to play with their friends. They have great affection for their 
teachers and their educational development is astounding. Rain 
Trees is a brilliant, nurturing environment where children 
blossom. We could not be happier and we would strongly 
recommend that parents searching for a kindergarten take a 
look for themselves.”

Anthony and Angharad, Parents of Elenna & Aidan (British)
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95% Rate OUR 
OFFICE ADMIN 

AND COMMS as 
FANTASTIC

96% of PARENTS RATE OUR TEACHERS AS FANTASTIC

“We are very excited about our daughter being at 
Rain Trees. She has felt at home from the very start 
and has made many good friends. We feel that the 
teachers form a very close bond and are very caring 
towards the kids. The teaching being very playful 
helps her grow her own mind and question the world 
around her. We do enjoy seeing her journey at Rain 
Trees.” 

Sebastian and Laura , Parents of Mia (German)

For further parent recommendation please visit our website
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CARING | EXPLORING | FUN

93% of our parents have recommended 
Rain Trees to their friends and colleagues 

“Joining Raintrees has been the best decision for 
Tessie. It’s a gift that keeps on giving. Tessie 
continues to thrive in a superb learning 
environment and the parents are fantastic too. We 
couldn’t be happier with our choice of school..”  

Annie and Sam, Parents of Tessie (British)

“We love Rain Trees! Our daughter is so happy there and loves telling us about her busy and fun 
days spent there. We have been very happy parents for 2 years now and are huge advocates of 
what they do. Our daughter gets a real mix of play and learning which is exactly what we wanted
and we have become friendly with the parent community which is a lovely addition for our 
Singapore experience..

Alice and David, Parents of Scarlett (British)

“We have two very different daughters and Raintrees has 
brought out the best in them both. Our eldest daughter, who 
has autism spectrum disorder, has grown so much in 
confidence since starting and also made her first real friends 
here. Our youngest daughter, meanwhile, has enjoyed all the 
exciting learning opportunities on offer, and often recreates 
them at home! Both girls go happily to Raintrees in the 
morning and both are buzzing at pick-up time about what 
they have been doing that day. They will be very sorry to 
leave; even during the holidays, they ask, "When is the next 
Raintrees day?"!”

Georgina and Alan, Parents of Carrie & Hazel (New Zealand)

“We put Yuvaan at Rain Trees as we were 
looking for a small, caring and international 
environment for him to thrive after having not 
so great experience at a franchise-based pre-
school. We are extremely happy about our 
decision as Yuvaan has evolved into a confident 
and happy child over the course of the last few 
months. His vocabulary, confidence and 
interaction with other adults and kids has 
improved by leaps and bounds and we cannot 
thank the teacher and staff of Rain Trees 
enough.

Debjit and Devleena, Parents of Yuvaan (Indian)
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“Rain Trees has been the perfect first school for our 
daughter Sadie, the warm welcoming atmosphere 
and wonderful teachers have given her the most 
incredible start. We can't wait to sign up our 
younger daughter when she turns 18 months and 
we're sure she'll be just as happy!”

Nikki and Charlie,  Parents of Sadie (British)
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